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FINAL REPORT
Workshop on Formal Models for Intelligent Control
A workshop on "Formal Models for Intelligent Control," jointly funded by the Army Research
Office (ARO) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and jointly
sponsored by the Center for Intelligent Control Systems (CICS) and the University of
California at Berkeley's Intelligent Machines and Robotics Laboratory, was held at M.I.T.
during 30 September--2 October 1993. The workshop brought together a large number of
researchers and specialists from universities, the government, and industry, providing a
stage for interesting presentations as well as lively discussion.
QGeea Prncpls and Case Studies
A number of papers discussed general characteristics of intelligent control systems, and
several presented case studies.
In his paper "'What is Intelligent Control?" Shankar Sastry of the University of California at
Berkeley and Harvard University focussed on recent changes in the field of control,
communications, and systems in view of the rapid advances in computing technology. The
opportunities that have come to light are somewhat different in character from those
previously encountered, and have been popularized recently under the title of Intelligent
Control, which Sastry described as referring to the hierarchical organization of the control of
complex systems, with fan-in of sensor data and fan-out of actuator commands. Control and
models for control are signal based at the lowest levels of the hierarchy and symbolic or event
based at higher levels. The dynamics of such systems are a rich blend of automata, discrete
event systems, petri nets and differential equations. Examples of such systems occur, for
instance, in biological motor control, in intelligent vehicle highway systems, in flight control
and automotive control, and in signal processing. Sastry characterized some common
features of these examples, namely hybrid dynamics consisting of continuous time dynamics
combined with logic; hierarchically-organized control, with nonlinear control at the level of
Sdifferential equations at the lower layers, and stochastic control of finite-state nondeterministic processes analogous to the control of Markov chains at the higher layers; and
distributed intelligence and adaptation at all levels of the hierarchy.
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Sanjoy K Mitter of M.I.T., a co-director of the CICS, presented a paper entitled "Steps
Towards Real Intelligence," in which he discussed why the methodology of classical Artificial
Intelligence (AI) is not the appropriate one for the design of control systems having diverse
sensory inputs and a variety of output modalities. He contrasted that methodology with
recent work on pattern theory by Ulf Grenander, David Mumford, Mohammed Akra, and
himself, emphasizing its relevance to the design of layered hierarchical control systems. (A
summary of this paper appears elsewhere in this Newsletter.)
A case study was presented by Pravin Varaiya of the University of California at Berkeley, in
his paper entitled "*HybridModels for Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems." Stressing that

o

proponents of Intelligent Vehicle/Highway System or IVHS see it as a new technology that
will make a major improvement in highway transportation, Varaiya explained how control,
communication, and computing technologies will be combined into an IVHS system that can
significantly increase safety and highway capacity without building new roads. He outlined
key features of one highly automated IVHS system, and proposed a hierarchical control
architecture for it. He suggested hybrid models for the specification and verification of the
control system design, and showed how existing software can be used to verify some limited
features of the design. He concluded by pointing to open problems in theory and software
support.
Another case study was discussed by George Meyer of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), in his paper "Modeling of Flight Vehicle Management Systems." He
defined Flight Vehicle Management System (FVMS) as the on-board systems encompassing
all automatics linking the human pilot and the air traffic control (ATC) to the actuators and
sensors of an aircraft. The function of FVMS, according to Meyer, is to interpret, adapt,
refine, ,- %dexecute the commands from the human pilot and ATC, and to provide aircraft
status information feedback to both the pilot and the ATC. The complete control system
composed of the human pilot, ATC and FVMS is both hybrid and reactive. Rigorous
techniques for the systematic modeling, design and analysis of such systems are just
emerging in the field at large. Meyer explored the application of such methods to the specific
case of the FVMS, starting with an overview of the problem, and continuing with a
description of the structure of a generalized multi-mode auto pilot, which provides guidance,
navigation and control. Stating that the function of the auto pilot is to transform tables of
control points and estimates of aircraft state and wind into actuator commands, Meyer
concluded by outlining a top-down approach for the modeling and design of the subsystem
transforming the commands from human pilot and ATC into the tables of control points that
drive the auto pilot.
In his paper entitled "'Intelligent Aircraft/Airspace Systems," Robert Stengel of Princeton
University presented a concept for an Intelligent Aircraft/Airspace System (IAAS) that could
be a focal point for developing air traffic management in the coming decades. Air
transportation provides the backbone for passenger transport over moderate to long
distances in the U.S. and much of the world, and is becoming increasingly important for
short-range travel and cargo transport as well. There is a growing demand for use of
available airspace and a heightened concern for on-time performance. Demand frequently
exceeds available capacity of the airspace system, causing flight delays, negative economic
impact, and passenger inconvenience. New technologies are emerging that will make flight
operations both simpler and more complex: on the one hand, advances hold promise for
increasing the productivity, reliability, and safety of the air transportation system; on the
other, advances in technology introduce uncertainty, increase human workload and the
potential for dispute, and present new challenges for both certification and day-to-day
operations. The IAAS introduced by Stengel would integrate the capabilities of all groundbased and airborne components of the system (identified as Intelligent Agents) in order to
provide increased capacity and maintained or improved safety. He proposed Principled
Negotiation as a framework for interactions between intelligent agents,
John Hauser of the University of Colorado spoke about "Challenges in Flight Control,"
arguing that the pursuit of high performance and maneuverability in aerospace vehicles
continues to present difficult challenges to the control system designer: not only must future
vehicles be capable of rapid transitions over a large operating envelope, but they must also be
able to accommodate a variety of mission objectives and different physical aircraft
configurations. Using a simple aircraft model, Hauser discussed several of these issues and
provided some techniques that may be used to help guarantee successful of operation of such
aircraft.

Discrete Event and Hybrid Systems
Several papers presented during the Workshop were dedicated to Discrete Event Dynamic
Systems (DEDS), examples of which range from large international airports to computer
communication networks, manufacturing plants, logistics and service systems, and C31
systems, and to hybrid systems, i.e. systems that include both discrete- and continuous-time
subsystems that interact with eachother.
In his talk entitled "Failure Diagnosis Using Discrete Event Models," Stephane Lafortune of
the University of Michigan described ongoing work on the problem of failure detection and
diagnosis for large complex systems such as Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
(HVAC) systems. He proposed an approach where the system is modeled using a logical (or
untimed) discrete event model (LDEM), and where the different failures to be diagnosed are
represented by different types of unobservable events. Lafortune outlined a methodology for
building such models, defining the notion of "diagnosability" of a model (i.e. of the formal
language generated by an LDEM) in terms of properties of this language involving sulffies of
traces that contain failure events, and describing necessary and sufficient conditions for
diagnosability. He argued that the notion of diagnosability is related to, but distinctly
different, from the notions of observability and invertibility previously addressed in the
discrete event literature. Using an example of a small HVAC system, Lafortune illustrated
how to perform system diagnosis using an appropriately built finite state machine he called a
"'diagnoser."
Yu-Chi Ho of Harvard University spoke of "A Formal Model for Heuristic Rules in DEDS,"
stressing that while optimality in design represents the holy grail of engineering, it is
perhaps often an ideal but unattainable or not cost-effective goal. Ho argued that the
modern world is full of complex system optimization problems that cannot be solved, such as
Discrete Event Dynamic Systems problems in manufacturing automation and other complex
man-made systems. He proposed to re-direct the optimization goal and ask "softer"
questions, so as to lead to a quantitative model for heuristics and other ad hoc decision rules.
Moving on from DEDS to hybrid systems, Roger Brockett of Harvard University discussed
"Representation of Data for Sensing, Communication, and Control." He pointed out that
much of the value of novelty associated with neural networks, fuzzy logic, and expert systems
as applied to control problems can be thought of as coming from new ways to represent the
data summarizing past history, the possible control actions, the feedback laws, etc. Viewed
in this way, these approaches to control suggest that a broader investigation of the question
of how one can best represent data for control purposes could lead to broad framework in
which these methods of control could be more usefully compared with other alternatives and
might even suggest entirely different alternatives. Brockett introduced a new class of models
designed to emphasize the role of data representation in control. These models permit one to
establish the relative performance of a wider variety of systems than is possible using
standard approaches, and build upon recent work on hybrid systems.
In his paper entitled "Hybrid System Modeling, Analysis, and Design," Panos J. Antsaklis of
the University of Notre Dame began by summarizing the main ideas and concepts of
intelligent autonomous control, and discussing their relation to hybrid control. He introduced
quantitative models for hybrid control systems that can serve to identify fundamental
concepts, analyze and understand important properties, and design controllers that meet
control goals while satisfying the design constraints, including models of the plant,
controller, and interface. He also discussed computationally-efficient design methods, such as
convex programming, learning algorithms, and approaches to integrating prior operator
experience with engineering models of the plant, and proposed a basic framework consisting

of the translation of engineering specifications and operator procedures into DES models, the
design and validation of the DES controller, and its translation to operator procedures.
Anil Nerode of Cornell University also addressed hybrid control in his paper entitled
"Automatica from Covers and Optimal Control," where he defined hybrid systems as
networks of digital programs and continuous plants under the influence of external
disturbances, and hybrid control as the control of continuous plants by sequential automata.
Pointing out that this usually entails frequent changes (based on sensor measurements of the
trajectory) in the continuous conventional control law applied to the plant, yielding plant
trajectories without smooth tangents at the discrete times when the control law ordered by
the control program changes, Nerode stressed that how and when to make these control law
changes is the business of the sequential automaton. He went on to discuss a a uniform
model of hybrid systems as networks of automata intended to cover all variants of the notion
of hybrid system in use by others.
In his paper "Logic Control via COCOLOG" Peter Caines of McGill University introduced
the COCOLOG (Conditional Observer and Controller Logic) system as a partially ordered
family of first order logical theories expressed in the typed first order languages describing
the controlled evolution of the state of a given partially observed finite machine. He described
a restricted version, called a system of Markovian fragments of COCOLOG, in which a
smaller amount of information is communicated from one theory to the next. These are
associated with a restricted set of candidate control problems. Under weak conditions, a
Markovian fragment theory includes the state estimation theorems of the corresponding full
COCOLOG system, and, for a certain set of control rules, has what is termed the same
control reasoning power. This supplies a theoretical basis for the increased theorem proving
efficiency of the fragment systems versus the full COCOLOG systems. Caines concluded
with some computer generated examples illustrating these results.
Peter Ramadge of Princeton University spoke of "Models for Discrete-Event and Hybrid
Systems." Several formal models have recently been proposed for the control of a
dynmamical system in a hybrid framework; at the most elementary level these systems
model what might result from several forms of "intelligent control." Simple case studies of
flow models have illustrated the complex nature of the closed loop dynamics, and results
from the computer science community have attempted to determine the computation
complexity of simple questions concerning the behavior of such systems. Ramadge reviewed
some of these models and results and speculated on what connections can be made between
them.
Michael Heymann of the Technion presented a paper entitled "From Discrete Event
Processes to Hybrid Systems," in which he argued that hybrid systems may be viewed as
objects consisting of two communicating modules: a reactive module, in which discrete state
changes occur in response to events that are generated either internally or by the
environment, and a transformational module that responds temporally to discrete or
continuous-time signals. In the most general case, the two modules are strongly intertwined
and affect each other's internal operation; in simpler situations, which Heymann called
unilateral hybrid systems, only one of the modules is affected by the operation of the other.
In the simplest version of such systems, the reactive module of the system consists of a
Discrete Event Process (DEP), i.e. a simple state transition system, but in general the
reactive module may be more complex. The transformational module of the system is
generally a (continuous-time or discrete-time) dynamical system in which changes occur in
response to time evolution. Heymann considered four classes of systems: DEP, (statically)
timed DEP, dynamically timed DEP, and (fully) hybrid systems. In contrast to the first three
classes of systems which are unilateral (only the reactive module is affected by the

transformational module when it exists), in the fully hybrid system the transformational
module is also effected by the reactive module.
A.S. Morse of Yale University presented a paper entitled "'Logic-Based Switching: A Form of
Intelligent Control," in which he described three different hybrid systems comprised of logic based switching strategies, together with the processes they are intented to control, each
consisting of a continuous-time process to be controlled, a family of continuous-time,
candidate fixed-parameter or adaptive controllers, and an "event-driven switching logic."
The first two logics, respectively called hysteresis switching and dwell-time switching, are
simple strategies capable of determining in real time which candidate controller should be
put in feedback with a process in order to achieve desired closed-loop performance. The
third, called cyclic switching, has been devised to deal with the well-known certainty
equivalence stabilizability problem which arises in the synthesis of identifier-based adaptive
controllers because of the existence of points in parameter space where the design model
upon which certainty equivalence synthesis is based loses stabilizability.
In his paper "A Dynamicist's View of Hybrid Systems," John Guckenheimer of Cornel
University presented a formal mathematical definition of hybrid systems that has been
implemented in a version of the computer package DsTool. He used an example, stabilizing
an inverted double pendulum on a cart, to show the effectiveness of hybrid control strategies
for solving problems that have proved difficult with more traditional methods. Guckenheimer
also commented on ongoing work to develop a general theory of the lynamics of twodimensional hybrid systems.
Robert Grossman of the University of Illinois presented "Trajectory Stores and Hybrid
Systems," a paper concerned with a proof of concept implementation of a path planning
algorithm for hybrid systems, based on creating a persistent object store consisting of shortduration trajectory segments, and computing the desired path by a suitable query on the
store. The query returns a concatenation of short-duration trajectory segments which is close
to the desired path; these segments are computed by using a divide and conquer algorithm to
break up the original path into shorter paths, each shorter path being matched to a nearby
trajectory segment which is part of the persistent object store by using a suitable index
function. In order to obtain near-real time performance, a scalable persistent object store was
developed and optimized for scientific computing in high performance computing
environments. The hybrid system is described in observation space representation, which
may be viewed the dual of state space representation, and has the advantage of defining the
system as suitable products of continuous nonlinear control systems and discrete automata.
Grossman pointed out that this algorithm trades space for time, in that while large amounts
of space are required to store all the pre-computed trajectory segments, the cost to
approximate the path is low.
Wolf Kohn of Intermetrics, Inc. spoke about "'Multipe Agent Hybrid Control Systems,"
presenting an overview of a formal approach for the design, analysis, and implementation of
hybrid control systems, which are characterized by the presence of at least one reasoning
module, i.e. a device whose function is to infer from stored dynamic or static knowledge a
course of action. Such modules, or hybrid controllers, necessary elements in the
implementation of autonomous systems, and their main distinguishing functional
characteristic with respect to conventional control systems is the ability to redesign on-line
the control law. This capability is needed for a variety of reasons such as responding to
unexpected behavior of the system or its environment, improving performance when
enhanced knowledge about the system or its environment become available through sensory
observation, responding to changes in the goal of the system, decreasing the behavioral
effects of structural uncertainty, etc. Kohn focussed on Declarative controllers, in which
intelligence is provided by a reasoning procedure whose central element is a customized

Equational Logic Inferencer. He described the main operational characteristics of Declarative
Controllers, illustrating them with examples, and presenting some preliminary results about
their structure and dynamics.
Neural and Fuzzy Systems
Finally, some papers focussed on neural networks and fuzzy systems in the context of
intelligent control.
In his paper "Dynamic Systems and Analog Computation," Eduardo Sontag of Rutgers
University argued that one of the most exciting challenges in current control theory and
signal processing is formulating a rich mathematical framework in which to study the
interface between the continuous (analog) world and discrete (digital) computers which are
capable of symbolic processing. Successful approaches allowing for the interplay of modern
control with automata theory and other techniques from computer science are needed, he
stated, because, although classical control techniques have proved spectacularly successful in
automatically regulating relatively simple systems, in practice controllers resulting from the
application of that well-developed theory are often used as building blocks of far more
complex systems; the integration of these systems is often accomplished by means of ad-hoc
techniques that combine pattern recognition devices, various types of switching controllers,
and humans (or, more recently, expert systems) in supervisory capabilities. The need to
understand the analog/digital interface has motivated much research into areas such as
discrete-event systems, supervisory control, and more generally "'intelligent control
systems," and in this context, it is of interest to study the behavior of dynamical systems
from the point of view of classical computational theory. Sontag described recent work on the
study of dynamical systems as analog computing devices, as well as some related issues such
as the observability of continuous systems with restricted observations, and control and
pattern recognition by neural nets.
Masayoshi Tomizuka of the University of California at Berkeley presented an overview of
"Fuzzy Control in the Control Engineer's Tool Box." He stressed that although the controlled
plant and control objectives must be well understood for the design of control systems, there
is no universally best methodology for solving every problem. While the fuzzy-rule-based or
fuzzy-logic approach, which has proven its worth in the design of certain control systems, is
often referred to as fuzzy control, it has two components: "rule or logic base" and "'fuzzyset
theory." Expert knowledge or good ideas can often be described by a set of rules; fuzzy set
theory provides a means of transforming a set of rules to a computer-implementable control
algorithm. The designer must have a model (implicit model), although it many not be in the
form of a differential equation, and the fuzzy set is a friendly interface to humans to describe
and convert their knowledge to control algorithms. Tomizuka argued that fuzzy logic is an
attractive method for higher level controls such as coordination of various sub-controllers,
each of which is designed for a different objective, and that increasing attention is being
directed to the blending of conventional control and fuzzy control, as in the case of the use of
fuzzy boundaries in gain scheduling and variable structure systems.
In a paper entitled "Modeling and Control of Hierarchical Systems with Fuzzy Logic," LX.
Wang of the University of California at Berkeley stressed that fuzzy systems have a dual
role: on one hand, they are rule-based systems constructed from a collection of fuzzy IFTHEN rules, while on the other, they are nonlinear mappings which have nice mathematical
properties like universal approximation. One contribution of fuzzy logic is that it provides a
systematic procedure of transforming a rule base into a nonlinear mapping. Wang used fuzzy
systems to model higher levels of hierarchical systems, considering three-level hierarchical
systems where the lowest level comprises the plant and convertional feedback controllers, the
middle level performs supervisory operations to guarantee the stability of the whole system,
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and the top level is a planning level which provides control targets for the lower levels and
communicates with the environment. The plant is modeled by differential equations, and the
supervision and planning levels are modeled by fuzzy systems. The advantage of such model
is that all the levels are formulated in the same mathematical framework (due to the dual
role of fuzzy systems), making it possible to analyze the hierarchical systems in a
mathematically rigorous fashion. Wang focussed on two theoretical questions introduced by
this model, how to specify the supervisory rules (i.e. how to design the fuzzy systems
modeling the supervision level) such that the whole system is stable, and how to design and
update the fuzzy systems modeling the planning level such that the whole system achieves
its objectives and is adaptable to new environment and new objectives, and presented two
case studies, intelligent vehicle/highway systems, and integrated planning/control of mobile
robots.
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Thursday, September 30, 1"3
Introductory Session: Rep esentative Systems
9:00 - 9:30
What is intelligent Control?
Shular Sastry

Universt of California
The field of control. communicationts and systems his changed in view of the rapid
advances in computin technology. The opportunities that have come to light are
somewhat different in character from those previousy encountered a" have been
populairized recently under the title of Intllgent ControL This term. to my mind, refers
to the hierarchical organization of the control of complex systems, with fun-in of senssor
data and fan-out of actuator comanwds. Control and models for control are signal based
at the lowest levels of the hierarchy and symbolic or event based at higher levels. The
dynamics of such systems are a rich blend of automata disctrete event systems, etri
nets and differential equations. Examples of such systems occur, for instance. in
biological motor control in Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems, in flight conitrol.
automotive control and in signal processing.
My talk will characterize some common features of thene examples:
1. Hybrid Dynamics consisting of continuous time dynamics
combined with logic.
2. Hierarchically organized control, with fthlow level control being nonlinear control
at the Level of differential equations and the higher levels being antalogous to ahe
control of Markov chains (namely stochastic control of a finite state non-deterninistic process).
3. Distributed intelligence and adaptation at all levels of the hierarchy.

9:30 - 10:00

Steps Towards Res! Inttelligence
Senjoy K.Mitter
MVTT
In this talk I discus why the methodology of classical Al is not the appropixate one for
the design, of control systems having diverse sensory inputs and a variety of output
modalities. I discuss how recent work on Pattern Theory, by Grnanmder, Muinford,
Akra and myselt has relevance to the design of layered hierarchical control systems.

10:00- 10:45
Hytrid Models for Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems
Pravin Varaya
University of Celifomia
Poponents of Intelligent Vehicle/Highway System or IVHS see it as a new technology
that will make a major inprovement in highway transportaion. Control. communication and comnuting technologies will be combined into an IVHS system that can
significantly inrease safety and highway capacity widtout building new roads. This
talk oudines key feaures of one highly automated IVHS system andproposes a
hierarchical c aolmarchiteisue for it. Hybrid models am proposed for the specificaion
and verificadt of the control system design. We show how existing software can be
used to verify some limited features of the design. We point to open problems m theory
and software uuppon.
11.100- 11:45
Modeling of Right Vehicle Management Systems

George Meyer
NASA
A Flight Vehicle Management System (FVMS) is the on-board system encompasig
all autmatlinking the human pilot and the air traffic control (ATC) to the actaars
ad sensors of am aircraf The
wfnction of FVMS is to intepret. adap, refine amid
execute the commands from the human pilot and ATC, and to provide aircraft status
informaon feedback to both the pilot and the ATC. The complete control system
composed of the human pilot, ATC and FVMS is both hybrid and reactive. Rigorous
techoiques for the systematic modeling, design and analysis of such systems are just
emerging in the field at large, Application of such methods to the specific cae of the
FVMS will be explored in the lecture.
An overview of the problem will be presented first. Then the structure of a generalized multi-mode auto pilot which provides guidance, navigation and control will be
described. The functiof the auto pilot is to ransform tables of control points zrW
estimats of airoaft state and wind into acuaor commands. A top down approach for
the modeling and design of the subsystem transfoming the commands from human
pilot and ATC into the tables of control points that drive the auto pilot will be outlined.

Discrete Event and Hybrid Systems
11:45 - 12:30
*Failure
Diagnosis Using Discrete Event Models
*Stephens
Lafortune
University of Michigeri
In this talk we wil describe on-going wo*k on the problem of failure detection ui
diagnosis for large complex systemus such as Hearing. Ventlation, and Air Condizitming
(HVAC) systems. We propose en approach where the systern ismodeled usig a
logica (or ~uwinted) discrete event model (LOEM) end wheretedifferent failures; to be
di magnsd we repesented by different types of unobservable events. A methodolog
for buildin such models will be outlined. The notion of "disposability" of a model
(iLe., of dhe fornal lantguage generated by an LD)EM) will be defined in terms of
propertie of this; language involving sulfixes of ts aha contain failure events.
Necessary and sufficient canditions for disposability will be presented. The notion of
diagnosability isrelate to. but distinctly differenit, from the notions of observabiity and
inverribili previously addressed in the disrete event literature. Using en exampl, of a
small HVAC system. we will illustrate how to perform system diagnosis using in
appropriately built fintite state machine that we call a "diagnoser."
1:30 -2:15
A Formnal Model for Heuristic Rules in DEDS
YU ChH O
Harvad University
Optimaity in design represents the holy grail of engineerin. It isperhaps often en ideal
but unattainble or not cost effective goal. The modem world isfull of complex systemn
optimization problems which we caruuo solve. Typical examples see discrete event
dynamic systems Problems in marufacturing automation or other complex men-made
systems. hIn this talk, we propose to re-direct our optimization goal to ask asofter
question with the result of leading to aquantitative model for heuristics and other ad hoc
decision rules.
2:15 -3:00
Representation of Data for Sensing, Comimunnation, and Control
Roger Brochcett
Harvard University

*models

Much of the value of novelty associaged with neural metwoi., fuzzy loiW aid expert
systern, 89 applied 10 cmolo problems, cen be thought of as coning humr now ways io
represent the dama summaizizng past history, the possible conol actions, the fesiuck laws,
elc. Viewed in this way, dhem qpoades to control suggest that abioader investigation of
ONe question of how one can bent rersent data for couirol paposes =WM lead to broad
franiework in whitch these methods of modau could be more usefuilly compared wid other
akutavs
een
adnagh
uggst ntiel cifesic ltenaIvshidiitalk we discussa
new elm of models designed to ariphize die role of dama represaoati ui contol. These
permit one to establish dft relative performance of at wider variety of sysers thnims
possibie uing standard qwzuaches. It builds on recent work on **Alu sysmns.

4:00 - 4:45
Hybuid System Modeling, Analysis and Design
Peros J. Antsaldis
University of Notre Dame
Hybrid comnol systm itain two dimct types of system connzuxoussate and disaeAsK diat iteran with each odier. 7hea study is essential in designng sequenijal supervi.
soty axniols for c
ious amw sysm , mad it is cemnta in designing comnol systmns

wish high deree of aumnany.
A briefzi

vtdducie nmua ie

mad councept of inteliget amnonus control is first

give, m.W die tremion to hybrid ainumil is dicued. Counol sys•ems with high degree of
u xxxny sh ufdpmmOwn weU under sipafifcmtncertauies m dth sysan mad arviunment
for extended period of tine. Hifgluy
t .aune control systse evolve fror ucmveional
control systerns by adineg iundligent.c pineant. and, their devebO5nentmITquies mitdisci

piary research. For do ineligmi mnwwo, wuri o

uamus-so samis hybido

cmnol i essmia•L

Apropiatequandtoe models for hytrid cutrol systms we needed so to idemuify de
fuidameu cn'l.ya
u s to
mad zan
dmu ad jope es
t tpo
o control mad Io
design axuolhu do met die ronu- gosa, while sadsyi do design containms Such
models m= ito~duee d hem In puticular models for die plamn. conum , mad inteface ae
d scs
N ot the intaface must trmutarm die plmus suae vecor intosymbols which
Ne
at npmwuive of some "event". h nmm also tnwrsform conrol symbols (directives)

iuued by die

mo cotrol

,

which
c b
on eused by•fpm. Theplant

together with die kaefime am en by die sequmevi controller to be a DES, and DES
cihniqus con be used. to study such systuns. For this, the interface must be chosen
very cadfly mad this is in fact the key to being able to study, in depth. hybrid control
systems. In ow sap•machthe interface contains memoryless mappings between the
supavisor's symboixc &dnuinand the pkds noasymboi stae space. TDw simplicity and
gauml~ity affmuded by die assauneid intefac allows us to diretly confiont inmportmnt systemr
damom& ismsi in de duign of supervisory control systns.chd as deseriism,
-!Ade
. ainimd
.
dhe reladitiship of hybrid system theory to tie more mature theory of
logical discuem event systems. The; no-don of controllability of die logical DES dheory is
extended to DES derived finm hybrid syamns. and it is thn used to extod DES cowoler
desgn methodmand to design
pcntolem for hybrid control systems Canpwationally
efficiemedaods to design die intefiare id die DES controler we of great importce and

interes, as ty man nial in being be to design hybrid controlers for complex pluws.
Convex jmapmz
gmeethods, "bleto hamdle age problems efficiently, we of paticula

inueru hsmrfao uuequinums exessed in venu of linear inequalities we solved to derive a
set of appopi controls doat asum dtht the plant DES has die property of asmvissaity
die mdudd of c•nm, framned as a leaming algorithm is used. Inuctive inf ice protocols

mad de elioid algihm we used to learn apx

symboeveat bitadings in finite time

fAr hybrid systems conained in the class of viable strucare systers. Such learning

jacdrshave apolyno cnni valw
rgence dine, suggesting that on line event identficauiona
isapractical niduoj in die conirol of highly complex plant.
An important chalg in conm l is die design of intelligent controllas for large scale
physical sysm, mauh as die omn fomud in amnated manufacturing r chemical p axo
controlnT design of suchct•n•.ollenr must mheerpae pior operator experience with a pm
aaguu~ui models of the phmw. The smcusfu integraon of these two knowledge domains

wl awult in dft devdopument of hybrid control systems which pa fou. robustly in die

Fea aeplur•nriadons. Suchi aprioach is excemely valuable asit allows cooperative

maf on betwem human operam aid machin uitralln in a way which pxedma
inqoe system pformance. This integration of humamniachine operators of large
scale physical systems is under investigaon. The basic framework being advocated is
itemized below-

1. Translation of Engineering SpecificationsOperator Procedures into DES Models.
2. Design of DES Controller.
3. Validation of DES Controller.
4. Translation of DES Controller to Operator Procedures.
In tevisting the qxperxs original uccehrtes, we we incoporiting uiawno modeling
infimmaeio int dw poceuwe. Itis duireoe possibAe so use the revised prEo:eiE to
gama now DES platu modxel aid theby itmeively demy-6 a t of plant tpwhe
which the lhuana opei can effectuely use t improve
pmfonammmie The four mp
prlocl oudned above preenus a stp by stp oudine a to how human and mahie
opertor can be imepasad to effectvely control large scale pt,"' 'Prio work in inmiligent
or hyrid system ca•rol has tnded t• fo= on varmus aqiec oia
,m proim Here an
integrfate apiraci is prqolmed

-
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Hybrid System
9:00 - 945
Automatics from Covers a Optimal Control
Al Nerode

Cornel University
Hybrid systemm we networks of digital programs and continuous plants under the
influence of external disturbances. Hybrid control is the control of continuous plants
by sequential automata. This usually means frequent changes in the continuous
conventional control law applied to the plant, changes based on sensor measurements
of the trajectory. This usually yields plant trajectories without smooth tangets at the
discrete times when the control law ordered by the control program changes. How and
when to make these control law changes is the business of the sequential automaton.
Kohn-Nerode introduced a uniform model of hybrid systems as networks of automata
intended to cover all variants of the notion of hybrid system in use by others.

9:45- 102.30

LO&c Cond Vi COCOL4OG
Peter Cnoes
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cmmmljmolen, dsmoedCCR(L• k > 1. Under weak cmdiom, aMzkovim hapmt
duty ?.flo4,) oabiiuaw e atofTo) wh
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of do omnelnding fuDl COCOLOG sysm, a-4,for tdi se of'oxol
rules CCR(L"'%has what as nAed the sone onvol reaonmg power. This supplies a

doemical basi for die inmsed huroun povi efficmicy of the frapawn synemns vaes
do full COOLOG syasm. Finally we give some compute gaasedexampe iWstrating
thesereuwl
10:45 - 11:30

Models for Dsrete-Event and Hybrid Systems
Peter
PRmadge
Pineon
umnivuty
Several formal models have recently been proposed for the contol of a dynmamical
system in a hybrid (continuous and discrete) framework. At the most elenentary level
thme systems model what might result from several forms of "intelligent control".
Simple case smaiis of flow models have illustrated the complex nature of tie closed
loop dynamics; and results from the computer science community have attempted to
determine th computatio complexity of simple questions concerning the behavior of
such systems.
This talk will review some of these models and results and speculate on what
cmecdom cam be made between thema.

Switched Systems
1130 - 215
Logic-Based Switcting: AForm of Intleligent Control
A.S. Morse
Yale University
Recent advances in systern theory have shown that much can be gained by using
logic-based switchfing strategies. together with mome familar techniques in dhe
synthesis of feedback controls. The overall models of systems composed of sucht
logics togedwe with the processes they are intented to control, are concrete examples
of what might be called "hybrid dynamtical systems." Inthis talk we will describe
three different hybrid systems of this type - each consists of acontinuows-time
process to be controlled. afamily of conaiawasas-time, candidate fixad-pwarunese or
adaptve controllers, and an "evuaz-driven switching logic." The fist two logics called
hysteresis switching and dwe~ll-time swithring respectvely. are simnple stategie
capable of determining in real time which candidate controller should be put in
feedback with aprocess in order to achieve desired closed-loop performance. TIe
Whid, called cyclic switching, has been devised to deal with the well-known certainty
&aI==lncstabilizability problem which anise in the synthesis of identifier-based
adpiecontrollers because of the existence of points in parmneter spaice where the
design model A. upon which certainty equivalence synthesis is based, loses
stabffizability.
2:15 -3:00
A Dynarnicist's View of H-ybuid Systems
John Guokrtinhemr
Camrell University
This lecture will present aformal nunadwmaticul definition of hybrid systems that has
been implemented in aversion of the computer package DsTool. An example.
stab iizig an inverted double pendulum on acamt shows ftheffectiveness of hybrid
control strattegies for solving problems that have proved difficult with more traditional
methods. Remarks will be made about ongoing work to develop ageneral theory of
the dynamics of two dimensional hybrid systems.

WW0 3:45
Dynami Systems anid Anailog Computation
Eduardo Sontag
Rutgers Urttersity
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4M00-4:45
Tr~ectory Slure ni4 Hybrid Systems
Rlobert Grosarnm
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Representative Systerrs
0:M0- 9:4
From Wisrete Evert Processe to Hytrid System
Mchael He~em
Technio
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ntefi~genit Aircraft/Alspecs Sywstm
Robert Stengel
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10:46 - 11:30
MAifps Agent Hyibd Conr~ol Systemn
Wol Kohn
Itmerntcskmc.VC
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12:15

Chlenges in Righ Control
John Hae

Ureraity of Clorado
The pursuit of high perfonnrma md maneuvenbility in aerospace vehicles continues
to present difficult challenges to the control system designer. Not only must fume
vehicles be capable of rapid traunitions over a large operating envelope, they must
also be able to accommodaft a variety of mission objectives and diffrent physical
aircra configrons. Using m extremely simple ai=rdt modeL we will discuss
several of these issues md provide some techniques that may be used to help
guamwee successful of operation of such aircaft,

Neural & Fumy Spsenu-4oft Computation
1:30 - 216
Fuzzy Cnto in Coftol Engneer's Tool Box

Masay0eh ToMlzuka
UniWersty of Cifounha

In de dedg of conol sysi, the controlled plut amd couino objectives must be well
undestood befor anyy edodolo is atmpted There isnot azuversally best mnddoV fW solving every pmblm. At die smn dwa.e may be no than one approach to
solveaaperd
The fuzzy rule bned or fuzzy bog& aprxoachha proven itsvabie d
design of o aonwl
xus sysam. Alixugh die approach is often refezn to as fuzzy

controkithasttwocorno

mcts "ruleor logbae"and "fuzzy set duecy." E)pes'

knwledlp at pod idem caofm be desibed by a set of rulnT. he developmnt of rules

for a WWOh plant is suponewd by th duig 's
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uuderstanding of how de system

wks. The hazy set dhmy povides a means to rfandifn a set of mle to a compute
ihmleaemable Ina
algridun. Two duthp should be noted ba oan is that die deigner

must have a model (implicit model) addxugh it many no be ia the dffermial equwan Lom
md dos a1w is do dohe

m is a fiknly inmfac. to hrumns to describe an convert his/
set

her kuuwlefteto caniol algauiusm In fac good "engmeng" or "kles" appea to be
always beIuIi 'de sucmes impluanstis of fuzzy ruin-L. The we of a fuzzy rule based
I I "hisnot lint(ld to signa reulam
level, whi is ofunonly am aspect of te
•onohamiof a symn. Fuzzy logic is m ahszrctive method for higher level

controls such as coordination of various sub-controllers, each of which isdesigned for
adifferet objective. A simple butii nstructive examnple for this is swinging-up and
stabilization of inverted penduiwn systemns. Fuzzy counterparts of various conventional control miehdolbogies, such as predictive control and adaptive control. have
been reported. While the fuzzy conMzmpus do not necessarily use the samne or even
simil~ar algorithms when compared with conventional methodologies, the mnotivation
and goals am comminon. It isexpected that increasing amention isbeing directed to the
blending of conventional control and fuzzy control. An obvious example is the use of
fuzzy boundaries in gain scheduling and variable structure systemns. Stability
aasursine is desired,in any control systemn. Apart from fuzzy control. isit always
possible to asswe stability when it comes to control of physical systems? Recognizing that arecent trend in control theory is to develop design tools for systemns with a
variety of tincertainties. extensive testing isoften required as the funal check for
stability and perforniance.
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Modeling and C~ontrol of Hierarchicel Systems With Fuzzy Logic
LX. Wang
Univemity Of Californi
Fuzzy systems have adual role: on one hand, they are nule-based systems constructed
fromt acollection of fuzzy EF-THEN rules; on the other hand, they wre nonlinear
mapnswhich have nice mathemratical properties like universal approximnation, One
contribution of fuzzy logic is that it provides asystemnatic procedure of transformning a
rule basn into anonlinear mapping. In this paper, we use fuzzy systems to model
higher levels of hierarchical systems. Specifically. we consider three-level hierarchical systems where the lowest level comrn ises the plant and convertional feedback
conitrollems the middle level performs supervisory operations to guarantee the stability
of the whole system, and the top level isaplunning level which provides control
targets for the lower levels and commimuicates with the environment. The planit is
modeled by differential equations. and the supervision and plumiing levels are
modeled by fuzzy systemns. The advantage of such model isthat all the levels we
formulated in the sonie athemtatical faraework (due to the dual role of fuzzy
systemns, therefore it ispossible to analyze the hierarchical systems in amathemnaticaily rigorous fashion. Two theoretical questions introduced by this model are studed
inthis paper. 1)how to specify the supervisory rules (i.e., how to design the fuzzy
systems modeling the supervision level) such that the whole systern isstable, and 2)
how to design and update the futzzy syswens modeling the planning level such tha the
whole system achieves its objectives and isadaptable to new environment and new
objectives. Two case studies are presented- intelligent vehiclelhighway systems, and
integrated plarminglcontrol of mobile robots.

